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The CHAIR11&N (Mexico) (translation from Spanish)~ 
. -

I declare open the 

one hundred and t~elfth plenary meeting of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation 

Committee on Disarmament. 

Sir Paul MA§ON (United Kingdom) ~ Today we are resuming our discussion 

of items 5 (b) and (c) of our agreed agenda (ENDC/~2) in accordance ~ith the co..,.Chairmen' s 

recommendation (ENDC/PV.l08, p.34) adopted last week by the Committee. As I have 

said previously, the United . Kingdom dE?legation welcomes the Committee 1 s decision to 

revert to regular discussions on general and complete disarmament •. Although ~e 

co~tinue to regard the conclusion of a nuclear test ban treaty as a matter to which 

the Committee should give priority, nevertheless -we cannot overlook the fact that 

negotiation of a treaty on general and complete disarmament still remains -our basic 

task. 

At our last meeting, on 20 March the representatives of the Soviet Union and of 

the United States set the stage, as it -were, for our renewed discussions -of ~eneral 

and complete disarmament by restating the positions of both sides on the reduction of 

nuclear delivery vehicles and major conventional armaments in stage I. The 

representative of the United States reminded us that a draft treaty article V .(ENDC/69) 

is on the table, setting out in proposed treaty language the Western posi~ion .on 

reductions of armaments. 

Let me say at once that the United Kingdom delegation endorses the remarks 

made by our United States colleague on that occasion and associates. itself with 

his clear restatement of the Western position. vJe consider that the reduction 

of nuclear delivery vehtcles and major conventional armament$ by mea~s of a 30 

per cent cut across the board repre$ents a sound and realistic method of 

disarmament in stage I. Clearly such a reduction would be the most_ .. straightforward 

way of starting the process of balanced, orderly and progressive disarmament. 

As Mr. Stelle poin.~ed out (ENDC/PV .111, p .13), the vJestern proposals would not 

require any significant change in the existing armaments mix. At the same time, the 

existing military balance would be retained at the end of ~tage I, but of eourse on a 

significantly lower level of armaments. v'e have pointed out in the past ti?-at these 

Western proposals are negotiable, but they are designed to be fair to all concerned 
. ' . . ~ 

in accordance ~ith the Joint Statement of Agreed Principles (ENDC/5). I therefore 

urge our Soviet colleague to reconsider ~hether he should not now recomm.end to his 
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Government that the Western proposals should be adopted. After all, the Soviet 

Government has already made a move in this direction by accepting the 30 per cent 

reduction approach in stage I for conventional armaments, and we in the '!,.Jest have 

welcomed that move; but I earnestly hope that the Soviet Government can now see its 

way to extending that approach to all types of major armaments in stage I. · 

I realize, of course, that the Soviet Government has hitherto adopted a different 

ap~roach from that of the West to the problem of eliminating nuclear delivery 

vehicles, ~nd that it believes that a so-called radical solution of that problem 

would eradicate the danger of nuclear war by the end of stage I. We have pointed out 

on numerous occasions in the past what we believe to be the fallacy of such an approach, 

and I do not propose to take up the Committee's time today by repeating the arguments 

against the Soviet approach. They are well known to the Committee. But clearly, if 

the Soviet GoveTnment were now prepared to settle for a 30 per cent cut in nuclear 

delivery vehicles in stage I, that would be a tremendous step forward in our work • 

.And here, if !may, I urge our Soviet colleague not to underestimate the 

significant' results which would be achieved by the end of stage I under the WesterP. 

proposals. A 30 per cent reduction across the board would arrest . and turn back t 'he 
,. 

present arms race to a very marked extent. It would · contribute greatly to the growth 

of confidence bet¥Jeen States which is such an essential condft.ioil for achieving 

general and complete disarmament. l1oreover, the very fact that th~ major Powers had 

agreed to destroy, and had indeed destroyed, almost one-third of their present 

ar~ments, both nuclear and conventional, would in itself lessen the danger of nuclear 

war in a profoundly significant way. 

Having said that, I should like now to trirn to some of the points raised by our 

Soviet colleague at our meeting on 20 March. I am boUnd to confess that on the 

whole I found his remarks disappointing. For example, I do not think it helps the 

work of our Committee -- it certainly ¥Jastes a great deal of our time -- to have to 

listen to a series of propaganda charges to the effect that our various efforts in 

the · vlest to maintain and improve our defence posture lead to a sharpening of 

international tension~ Our Soviet colleague knows as well as everyone else around 

this table that, until such time as we can reach agreement on a treaty on general 

and complete disarmament, States and groups of States will continue to look to their 

defence. That may be a regrettable fact, but it is none the ·less an inevitable fact 
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'Which the Soviet Union and its allies just have to accept, and which of .course they 

do accept in actual practice·. 

I am bound to say also that I found deplorable .Nr. Tsa.rapkin1 s incredible 

allegation that in the Caribbean last autumn --· 

·''the aggressive actions of the United States and its military aLlies 

brought mankind to the brink of \Vorld war." (ENDC/PV .111, p .27) 

and that a military conflict was prevented only by "the peaceful initi.ative of the 

Soviet Government. 11 (i!!.isL.) I thought that my leader, l.ir. Godber, had . I?U~· this 

matter in perspective when, at our meeting on 26 November 1962, . in reply to similar 

remarks by Mr. Tsarapkin, he compared Soviet actions in the Caribbean to --

11the efforts of the small boy who sets a house on fire and then calls the 

fire brigade to help put it out." (ENDC/PV.83, p.32) 

I devoutly hope we shall have no more of such allegations. 

Apart from those general points, I found our Soviet colleague's remarks 

disappointing in some other respects. Although he quite rightly reminded the 

Committee of the modification of the Soviet draft treaty regarding the elimination 

of nuclear delivery vehicles (ENDC/2/Rev. 1 and Carr. 1), I do not think he has yet 

fully or even adequately responded to · the requests for clarifica~~on which have been 

put for'Ward at various times by both non-aligned and vJestern deleg~tions. The Soviet 

proposal therefore remains almost as cryptic as when it was first announced by 

Mr. Gromyko .(A/PV .1127 , . p .38-40) at the General Assembly last September. 

Mr. Tsarapkin claimed on lrlednesday that the necessary clarifications and expla.ru:.tions 

of the Soviet proposal had already been given. He said ~ 

'~hus the Western Po'Wers can take without delay a decision in principle 

on this question." (ENDC/PV.lll, p.35) 

And he 'Went on to complain that six mo~hs had already passed since that proposal had 

been announced and that he was still .a'Waiting a clea r reply from the United States 

whether or not it was prepared to accept the proposal. 

I think I can only say that the solution lies entirely in the hands of our 

Soviet colleague himself. He h~,s not had and he cannot get a clear reply, for . the. 

simple r eason that the Soviet proposal ·· is still unclear to us in a number of 

important respects. We have been asked to accept that Soviet proposal, but we 

simply cannot form a view about it one way or the other until we have a very much 

clearer idea of what is proposed and what it would invo+ve . We simply have not yet 
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received sufficient information to enable us to assess the significance and the 

implication of his Government's proposal. It is therefore up to him to provide 

us with the necessary information. For instance, I do not think that Ivir. Tsarapkin 

has yet answered all the questions which were posed by fiJI'. Stelle and by my own · 

predecessor, Sir Michael Wright, at our plenary meeting on 10 December 1962 (ENDC/PV.90), 

nor those asked by Mr. Stelle at our last meeting (ENDC/PV .111, p .16) • 

In view of the considerable interest shown around this table in the Soviet 

p~oposal, I am bound to say that I . find our Soviet colleague's attitude rather 

pw5zling. Perhaps I may remind him that we are perfectly prepared to regard his 

Government 1 s proposal as an attempt to solve o. problem on t-Jhich we are all agreed 

in principle, the need to negotiate a treaty on gerieral and complete disarmament 

which, among other things, provides for the elimination of all means of delivery 

of weapons of mass destruction. I for one welcome the fact that, as I understand; > 

the Soviet Union at last recognizes that there is room for more than one point of 

view on the reduction of nuclear delivery vehicles in stage I. I find it 

encouraging that the Soviet Government has now apparently recognized the difficulties 

which were inherent in its earlier proposals) and I also find it encouraging that, 

~gain as I understand it; the Soviet Government now realizes .that the dangar of 

nuclear war would not necessarily be eliminated merely by the alleged elimination 

of all nuclear delivery vehicles in stage I. 

These indications of new thinking behind the Soviet proposal suggest that the 

Soviet Government is now ·taking a more realistic view of this problem than hitherto. 

Moreover, as Sir Michael vlright suggested on 10 December 1962 (ENDC/PV. 90, p .44), 
the Soviet Government now apparently agrees that the first two stages of the 

disarmament process should take place under the protection of our respective 

nuclear umbrellas. So far as it goes, this change in the Soviet attitude is also 

·co be welcomed, although we have reservations about the point in time at which those 

p~otective umbrellas should be removed.. That is a point to which I may wish to come 

back on a future occasion. 

But meanwhile perhaps I may just suggest to the Corunittee one or ti-lo implications 

of the Soviet proposal in so far as we understand it at present. The Committee t-lill 

recall that Sir Michael Wright put forward some of our thoughts in this connexion on 
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10 ~cember; ap.d perhaps I may commend to my coll,3agues the relevant section of 

his ·Statement on that point (ibid-!., pp. 40-47). This morning I should like to 

offer one or two additional thoughts, which I do in no spirit of criticism but 

merely to indicate some of the points on which we still feel we require a great . 

deal more clarification and elaboration if I·Je c.re to give the Soviet proposal full 

and useful study. · The United Kingdom delegation has of course studied the 

relatively small amount of additional information vlhich Hr. Tsarapkin gave us .at 

our last meeting (ENDC/PV .111, pp. 28 et seq J., but . I must say frankly that on the 

basis of such information as we have at present 1~e cannot escape the conclusion 

that the Soviet proposal is illogical and self~contradictory. vie consider that 

reasons far more convincing than those so far displayed by the Soviet delegation 

will have to be brought forward if we are to be persuaded that their proposal is 

in any way superior to the Western disarmament proposals. 

I have no doubt that many of us here will already have noticed at . least one 

major difficulty arising out of :r.1r. Tsarapkin's remarks. The Soviet proposal 

specifies, among other things, the retention of an agreed and strictly- limited 

number of intercontinental missiles which, in Er. Tsarapkin 1 s own words 
11 ••• would be a deterrent which would invalidate any attempt to . 

retain missiles of aggression secretly in violation of the treaty. 

Any State which might venture to embark upon aggression would realize 

perfectly well that sure retribution would follow. n (ibid., p .33) 

If the certainty of punishment which our Soviet colleague stressed is never to be 

in doubt, then both sides must be assUred that the agreed numb~r, and only the 

agreed number, of intercontinental missiles wouid in fact be retained, and that 

there would be no w·ay of esc-~ping their effects if they had to be used. The Soviet 

Government has not yet told us what numbers it has in mind ; but even without that 

information I think it is clear that, the smal1er the number of intercontinental 

ballistic missiles involved, tho more important it becomes to ensure that the 

balance cannot be upset by the use of illegally-hidden missiles or military 

aircraft or by any improvised means of delivery. 

If we have correctly understood the remarks made by our Soviet colleague at the 

last meeting, he is maintaining that each side could guard itself' against bad faith 
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that is to say 1 against the danger that the other side might hold missiles over and 

above the agreed number by retaining anti-missile missiles. But if a state should 

have a good anti-missile defence, and therefore the ability to ~ard off all 

intercontinental ballistic missiles directed against it --· ~hether they be 

legally or illegally retained missiles -- then surely it need no longer be 

influenced in its behaviour by the knowledge that violations would bring 

inescapable punishment. In a ~ord, the t~o systems --one side's anti-missile 

defence and the other side 1s intercontinental missiles -·- vJOuld tend to cancel each 

other out. The sure punishment stressed by Hr. Tsara.pkin vJould no longer be sure ; 

the inescapable retribution would no longer be inescapable. 

Mr. Tsarapkin' s argument that anti-aircraft missiles guard against the danger 

of the improvised use of civil aircraft for the delivery of nuclear weapons also 

seems to us to be invalid; because we must ram8mber that, in the normal course of 

events, civil aircraft from the Hast do fly over countries of the Soviet bloc, and 

vice versa. There will be no 1-~ay of knowing 1-~hether such aircraft · are going about 

their legal business or not; and I am sure that Nr. Tsarapkin is not suggesting 

that they should all be shot down just to be on the safe side. So it seems to us 

that ~~. Tsarapkin's claim is not well founded, that the Soviet proposal for the 

t'etention of a limited number of intercontinental missiles, anti-missile · missiles, 

and ground-to-air missiles eliminates all doubts and objections voiced by the ~estern 

Powers. 

I must say that it still seems to us that tho only means of making sure that 

each side kept to its given word would be a rigorous system of inspection and 

verification on the ground to make sure, first, that no missiles in excess of those 

that had been agreed upon had been retained; and secondly that no civil aircraft or 

other means could be employed for the delivery of nuclear weapons. The Soviet 

proposals for inspection in stage I and stage II are just not adequate for that purpose. 

I hope very much, therefore, that our Soviet colleague ~ill let us have the benefit 

of his more considered views on this fundamental point at a later meeting; because, 

be£ore we can properly examine the Soviet proposal, we have to ask, ~e must ask ~ 

what verification measures has the Soviet Union in mind to assure each side that no 

other missiles and no improvised means of deli very of nuclear weapons exist or can 

be made to exist? As I say, in our vie~ the present Soviet proposal is, in that 

~aspect, quite inadequate. 
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Those are some early comments by the United Kingdom delegation on what our 

Soviet colleague has so far told us; and we shall have others to make in due 
. . 

course<. Meanwhile, we look forward ·to further substantive discussions about 

the Soviet proposal, and I trust that the Soviet Government will co-operate in 

our work here by instructing our Soviet colleague to elaborate its proposal so 
. . . 

that we can assess its implications and the extent to which it may contribute to 

our negotations. 

Mr. M4COVESCU (Romania): On resuming our debates on the draft treaty 

on general and complete disarmament, the elaboration of which is the main task 

facing our Committee, we deem it useful to ~ecall briefly our position of pr!nciple 

towards the specific issue contained in points 5 (b) and 5 (c) of ,the mutually-agreed 

woPking ·agenda (ENDC/52), This is a problem which concerns the vary contents of 

the first stage of the disarmament process, The long period which has elapsed 

since these debates \/ere. interrUpted makes it necessary that, beyond the details, 
. . . ( 

which undoubtedly hB.ve their olin · importance too, we ·should highlight what is essential 

in order to understand the confronting positions as well as the proposals which are 

an embodiment of those positions. 

The position of principle of the Romanian delegation on this problem is known, 

In the first stage an end must be put for ever to the nuclear danger, There are 

several possible ways of reaching that goal. A.first way would be to liquidate all 

nuclear weapons and. to stop their manufacture in the first stage of the pro,cess of 

general and · oomplete . dis8.rmam~nt. That is what the Soviet U~ion . was proposing before 

·1960, and it is what the Soviet Union would be ready to give its consent to even now, 

were the Western Powers to agree~ A second way would be to liquidate all nuclear 

weapon delivery vehicles in the first stage of disarmament. That is what the Soviet 

Union has been proposirig since t 96o, and is still proposing in the draft treaty on 

general and complete disarmament under strict international control(S"~C/2/Rev.l and Corr,l 

that it has submitted to this Committee. 

Taking into account that the \•/estern Powers do not_ accept _the total liquidation 

of nuclear-weapon delivery v~hicles in the first stage, and in order to meet the~ position 

of the Western Powers, the Soviet Union proposed an alteration to the effect that, as 
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an exception, the Soviet Union and the United :States of America should have the right 

to retain on -their own territories a strictly limited, mutually-agreed nuniber of 

inter-continental missiles, anti-:-misdle . missiles; and anti-aircraft' missile-s of 

the ground-to-a~r type. I am referring · to the speech made by the Soviet Foreign 

Ninister, Hr. Gromyko, before . the seventeenth session of the-·1Jnited Nations General 

Assembly (Jl./Pl.ll27, p.J8-40). That is a proposal which cbuld settle the matter. 

Over six months have passed since the Soviet Union made the proposal,· which has 

obviously the character of a compromise, and still the Western Powers have not given 

any clear answer whether or not they accept it. . . . ._ •. . : . . 

Such a clear answer, with no shade -of ambiguity, is ab'solutely necessary for the ' 

progress of our negotiations. · The . attempts to . elude it, behind various screens, 

tell tll.eir own tale. For a long time we· have listened here to ' allkin:ds of greetings 

and welcoming remarks addressed· to the Groniyko proposal by the 1~estern delegations. 

The time for welcoming it is over. The time has come for unequivocal · statements 

and resolute declarations. There is no naed to over-emphasize that only proposals 

mea:1t .to deliver peoples, and that as soon al!! possible, from the danger of the outbrea.k 

of a nuclear war are in keeping with the ·aspirations of all the peoples for peace and 

security. 

The stand taken by the Western Powers on the contents o! the first stage and, 

generally speaking, on tha way in which the process of general and complete 

disarmament is to be organized, is fundame.ntally different. That stand - and in · 

this . connexion it suffices to refer to the .statement of the United States representative 

on 20 March (ENDC/PII .ill, p.l2) - was presented .in t.he past arid is st'ill being 

p:7esented as an embodiment of the idea of. a gradual across-the-board reduction-, · namely, 

a 30 per cent cut of armaments during the first stage.. Without going into details, 

I shall content myself with. stressing, first, .that the most strikfng feature of the 

United States ~Ian called by its authors an ."across-the-board reduction", is that it 

does not provide for an across-the-board reduction. 

Indeed, we are not faced with the proposal that the quantity of nuclaarweapons 

o~ the. capability of destruction _of nuclear weapons should be reduced in the first 

stage. It is those very weapotls t~t form today the overwhelming majority of the 

' ' 
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world-'s - destructive power. One single bomb of two megatons is equivalent _in its 

blast effect -to the total amount of explosives used in the course of world war II. 

But how many atom bombs of two megatons are there now on the globe.,? How many bombs 

of a power many times greater than two meg~tons are now lying in the arsenals of the 

world, and yet how many more are ready ~or use on their delivery vehicles? . . It is 

self-evident that ·the · measure proposed by the United States is not suffj_c~ent ·to 

meet the real s'ecurity needs of mankind, Faced with a menace which differs in 

quality from all the dangers that have ever threatened humanity, we must not adopt 

half-measures, but we must adopt radical ones. Such radical measures alone are 

capable 'of curbing the tremendous nuclear danger. 

1\t this stage I think it is useful to draw the_ Committee 1 s attention to another 

aspect of the United States proposals upon which Nr. Stelle did not .dwell in .his · 

speech at the last meeting, but Whfch, as appears from the paper submitted to this 

Committee by the United States delegation on 18 April 1962 . (ENDC/Jo), represents an 

essential integrant part of the ~kstern stand. I am referrine to the f~c,t that 

the United states delegation suggests that, while reducing the military p~tential--

"iri a gradual and balanced manner, 11 we should be " at the same time 

gradually developing the peace-keeping institutions to safeguard the 

security of nt:..tions ·in' a: disanned world. n (ENDC/PIT...,lll. p,l2) 

The Romanian ·delegation, like all the other socialist delegations, is of course, · 

in favour of measures and institutions which tend to secure peace _ in the- world. · Th_e 

very presence of the Romanian People's Repubiic in the United Nations is explained by 

the conviction of the Romanian Government that it is both.useful an.d nece~sary to 

participate in international institutions which have been created to ensure international 

peace and security. In conformity with that stand, which is the stand taken by the 

Romanian Government; I feel in duty bound to state that the United S.tates proposals 
. . . . 

contained in the. document entitled "Outline of basic provisions of a treaty on general 

and complete disarmament in a peaceful world" (ENDC/JO),with regard to the _setting:-up 

and development of institutions which are far from able_ to guarp.nte~ peace and security 

in the world, actually spell peril for international peace an_d security. 
• • • • ... . · - _:·~·· #' ' • : • • •, . • • • • • 

I have already had the opportunity of stating that the United States Oovernment's 

Outline of basic provisions provides for the setting-up of a series of.international 
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bodies -- such ~s, for example, the peace fore~ and the peace observation corps --

which in fact would substitute themselves for the United Nations, Hay I be permitted 

to say that that would amount to a serious infringement of the sovereignty of States 

and to a violation of the principles proclaimed by the United Nations Charter? It 

'Would amount to an encroachment · up<:m the respect to 'Which sovereign . States are entitled. 

The problem has two essential aspects. The first is that, in:- a world which 

has passed through the process of general and.total disarmament, the need to ensure 

the maintenance of peace will present itself in a manner essentially different from 

that in which it exists today. For any logically-thinking mind it is obvious that . 

nowadays what endangers world peace and the security of States is precisely the existence 

of large armed forces; it is precisely the existence of weapons endowed with a 

capability of destruction without precedent in history. When such -forces and weapons 

no longer exist, neither world peace nor tha security of States will be imperilled ·. 

any more. It is my beliaf that there is no need to stress that aspect of the problem 

any further. 

The other aspect of our problem needs emphasizing: it is the one touching U)On 

State sovereignty. The Romanian delegation feels that the cause of -disa.rm.ament, wb.ich 

is the cause of ensuring peace in relations between States, can on no account be served 

by encroachments perpetr~ted ~pon _~he sovereignty of States by the creation of bodie3 

and .institutions of a supranational character whose activ.ities would infringe upon 

essential attributes pertaining to a state: sovereig!lty and independence. On 3 Ivfays 1962, 

the Romanian delegation stated in this Committee: 

"General and complete disarmament and the maintenance· of peace in 

. general . cannot be promoted through measures . which a:im at violating 

the United Nations Charter, at undermining the United Nations,. the 

main institution called upon to 'Watch over the maintenance of. peace 

throughout the world. Peace cannot be built upon the ruins of the 

sovereignty of States. Peace and disarmament can be ensured only 

through the co-operation of otates, sovereign and equal in their 

sovereignty. 11 (E:i~DC/PV, 30, p. 34) 

Indeed, the entire evolution of contemporary international relations bears 

testimony to the vigou~ of .the fight waged by numerous peoples to secure their 3tate 

independence; and it stands witness equally to the tenacity with which they defend 

and strengthen their independence and sovereignty once they have them. 
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According to contemporary international law, according to the United Nations 

Charter, r~iations between States must be built above all upon their equality in 

sovereignty, and in the right to peace, to secUrity and to non-interference in their 

internal affairs, Relations between States must be based on their co-operation. 

Anything built in the name of international co-operation but in fact aiming' at 
' . . ... .. , · 

subordinating certain States to other States would not serve the cause of international 

security, the cause of peace. 

At a ti.nie when our Committee is engaged in an effort to reach agreement on a 

test..;ban treaty as soon as possible, France, a member of this Committee, has carried 

out . an underground nuclear explosion in the Algerian Sahara. That nuclear test-

which -is a continuation of the chain of nuclear.;.weapon tests undertaken by the Western 

nuclear Powers in violation of resolution 1762 (Xvii), adopted by the General Assembly 

of the United Nat-ions, calling upon all States to cease nuclear-weapon tests not later 

than 1 January 1963, cannot but exert a negative influence upon our proceedings. It is 
. . 

obvious that the test does not help to ameliorate the international climate, to brighten 

the political horizon, Quite the contrary, 

The Romanian delegation associates itself with the delegations which during our 
. . . . . ' . 

last meeting voiced their protest against the resumption of nuclear weapon tests by the . . . 

French Government. The unconcealed disregard for the sovereignty .ci' the Algerian 

people, which had openly expressed its will that such an-explosion should not be carried 

out on the territory of its country, the disregard for world public opinion, which asks 
-- . 

that an end be put once and for all to nuclear explosions -- those are facts that go 
-

against the interests of paace and seCurity of the African peoples, against the interests 

of peace and security of all the .peoples the world over • 

..... . ,. 

Mr; BURNS (Canada): As we aro resuming the discussion of general and complete 

disarmament the Candaian delegation thought that it would be appropriate to look over 

the record of our previous meetings, and even those of _earlier disant~ament confe~ences, 

to see whether there has been any progress and, if so, w,hat the prospects are for 

extending that progress, During the last round of negotiations some of us complained 

of the lack of resUlts and were pesstmistic about the chances of achieving substantial 

agreements in the immediate future, 
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The Canadian delegation is unhappy -- as I am sure all of us are -- that this 

Committee, after having been in existence now for over a year, has not yet agreed on 

any of the important questions before it. Ue had hoped that the common interst of 

the maJor· Powers in halting the arms race would have led to some concrete results, some 

measure of success in reversing the fatal spiral of the competition in arms. While 

that has not yet been achieved, we are nevertheless convinced that if examined in a 

broader perspective -- perhaps of the grim vista of warfare over the centuries -- the 

h~story of these nego~iations and of earlier discussions on disarmament has shown a 

. very definite tz:end towards comp:romis·e and agreement on the major issues. The pace 

may be hesitant and slow, but there has nevertheless been a continued movement forward, 

and that can be readily seen by comparing the disarmament proposals submitted both by 

the United States and by the Soviet Union before and after the last international 

conference on disarmament -- that is, the Ten-Nation Committee on Disarmament of 1960. 

The paper which is now being distributedl/sets out in some,.:rhat diagrainmatic form 

the positions of the two sides on certain of the important questions at various times 

during the last three years. I~ is being circulated in the hope that it may enabl3 

the memP9rs of the Committee to follow my statement a little more easily. I propane 

to examine some .of the important moves towards compromise which have been made by the 

United States and by the. Soviet Union, and to try to suggest ways in which a greater 

measure of agreement can be .. achieved. 

During the last round of negotiations, in November and December 1962, and mor0 

recently since we have s.tarted discu.ss.ing general and complete disarmament again, 

the Soviet Union and s~veral other communist representatives have reminded us of the 
. . 

amendments which the Soviet Union had submitted' during the Conference in an effort 

to find common ground with the United States. I need hardly say that the Canadian 

Government has welcomed the new proposals of the Soviet Union, However, -I-think 

it should be emphasized that the United States also has tried .to meet the position 

of the Soviet Union in a number of fields. It would be wrong to overlook the 

compromise proposals .. which the Unit~d States has brought forward. 

The subjects which I want to touCh upon today are: first, the form of an 

agreement on general and complete disarmament and the time within which it is to 

if ENDC/79 
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be achieved; second, disarm8ment"with respect to ·nuclearweapons and their means 

of delivery; third1 disarmament with respect to conventional forces and weapons; 

.fourth; peacekeeping; fifth, collateral measures. 

I need hardly stress the importanceot'' the: Joint Statement of~eed Principles 

of '19 september 1961 (Et-fDC/5) ~ In agreeiiig ~ to p:Hn.ciples such as those concerning 

balan.ce and verification the United States · and· the Soviet Union successtully resolved 

a number of difficulties and reached ·a oommon ·position on some of the fundamentals 

of the disarmament process. In doiilg ·so . they have laid an adequate foundation fqr · 

a d.isarmament agreement. On the basis of those agreed principles, progress bas 

been·· achieved on certain specific problems of di.f3ai'niB.ment •. :That in tum gives 

ground for hope that the positions of the "two sides can come even closer together, 

and more quickiy too' and that that will iead to final agreement ()n g e~eral and 

.complete disa.rmB.ment. 

·r shall comment first of all on the "positioris .of the tWO sides on the form 

ot the agreement on disarmament and the time :l..n which it i3 to be achieved. 

·Although there were basic differences in the form of· earii.er disarmament plans of' 

the two sides submitted to the Ten-Nation Disarmament Co.IimlittE:}e· in 1960., py . ·~p.e 

end of that Conference both the United States arid the Soviet Union had moved 

towards . a· oollnnon approaoh to the overall strueture ·of' an agi'eement and the ·method 

of · staging disarmament measures. That dev-elopment · was oar±"ied forward by bbth sides 

at the : outset of the Eighteen-Nation Conference, when, on 19:·:March 196~, · the Sov~et 

Union SUbmitted a draft treaty on general' and complete disa~ent {ENDC/2) and; on 

18 April 1962, the United States submitted a very detailed outline"of'.-a11 of' the , 

basic provisions Or a single three-stage treaty (Ei.\iDC/:30). AlthoUgh ·ong side ··calls 

its 'document a treaty and the other ealls it an butline, both nave submitted plans · 

which are. more concrete and detailed than any proposals submitted in thEf past, and : 

haVE!· the same· general strueture~ 

· There has a1 so been some ' narrowing of the differences : ·on the tlme in whioh 

general and complete disarmament is to be achieved. In . it-s: proposals of 

18 September 1959 : {A/42!9) to the United ' Nations 0-®eral Assembly, the Soviet Union 

· that is, Mr • .Khrushehev, who 'presented those proposals; -- called ·tor the compl:etton 
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of disarmament within a period of four years. Although that same proposal 

appeared in its plan of March 1962 (ENDC/2), the Soviet Union later ~ubmitted an 

amendment (ENDC/2/Rev.l) 'providing for the achievement of general ·and complete 

disarmament in five years rather than four, and completion of stage I in twenty-

four months rather than twenty-one months aft~r s1gnature of the treaty. The 

United States made no specific mention of time .limits fu its programme of June 1960 

(TNCD/7).- · However, in its plan of April 1962 time l'imits of three years were 

proposed for stages I and II and an agreed l:linit was to be determined for the third 

stage'. While differences thus remain on the overall time 1n which a -disarmament 

agreement is to be implemented, it is clear that in respect of the form of an 

agreement, staging and time:....limits differences have been very significantly narrowed. 

I come now to the question of nuclear weapon delivery vehicles and nuclear 
·, 

weapons themselves. Beacuse it is one of the key problems under discussion more 

specifieally today, and because it has been referred to by the two speakers who 

preceded me, I believe it is particularly important to view the recent proposals of 

each side in that field in the perspective of earlier positions. While dii'ferences 

at the moment may seem profound, once again it is clear that the two sides are closer 

together than- they h~ve beEm at any time in the past. 

I sba.li first discuss the reduction and elimination of nuclear weapon delivery 

vehicles. In its plan submitted to the General Assembly in 1'959 the Soviet Union 

called for the deat'ructic>n all missiles ' in stage III. . In its plan of JUlie 1960 

('rNCD/6/Rev.l) ·, and again ' in the draft treaty it submitted to this Conference, the 

proposals were radically different: ail nuclear weapon delivery vehicles were to 

be destroyed in stage I. The United States plan of June 1960 contained.no stage I 

measures for reduction of nuclear weapon deli ver'y vehicles. Iri stage II there were 

to be reductions of . "agreed categories" of missiles, a:trcraft, and other nuclear 

weapon deli very vehicles. · · 

At the outset of the present Conference the United States delegation ma.de an 
,. ' .. : , : ·~ . ' . . .. 

important move towards agreement in that field by proposing a 3.0 per cent reduction 

of all armaments, including nuclear · w~apon delivery' vehicle~,:i.ri. stage I, and 35 per cent 

reductions in stages -!I and III. The Seereta~y of State for EXternal '.Affairs of my 

country ' commented 1ri his opening address to this Conference ' (ENDC/PV. 4) tllat·, in view 
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of' . the agreed principle of balance, it should be possible to negotiate the differences 

between the two sides. 

Since that time there has of course been an important new development, whioh has 

been referred to extensively ' in previous speeches. In response to criticisms of its 

earlier proposals, the Soviet Union brought f'orward .amendments which would allow the 

United 'States and the Soviet Union to retain an agreed andstriu~limited number of' 

missiles of' certain categories until the end of' the second stage. .Although the 

Soviet Union has not yet, to our mind, explained the full purport and meaning of' those 

proposals, it is obvious that the positions of the two sides have been brought closer 

by the SoViet Union's decision not to demand the total abolition of all nuclear 

weapon carriers in stage I, as it did previously. The Canadian delegation expects to 

discuss that problem further in a later statement. 

In connexion with nuclear weapons and the production of' fissile material, both 

sldes have once again demonstrated s'ome degree of flexibility. In its plan of' 

september 1959 the Soviet Union proposed that the manuf'acture of' nuclear weapons 

should be· ·discontinued and that those existing should be destroyed in stage III. In 

its plan of' June 1960 the destruction of all nuclear weapons was to take place in the 

second stage; and that proposal was also contained in the Soviet Union's plan of' 

April 1962, although it has recently offered to transfer the applicable provisions to 

stage I should the West agree ·to that. The United States, in its plan of June 1960, 

proposed that nuclear weapons should be reduced to "agreed levels" in stage' II. 

However, the United States now proposes that in stage II fissionable materials declared 

for Use in nuclear weapons should be reduced to "minimal levels". Production of' 

fissile material for weapons purposes is to cease in the first stage, and there is now 

also a proposal to transfer a significant proportion of existing stocks ·to non-weapon 

uses in stage I. 

Those provisions have the effect of' bringing the United States proposalS much 

closer to the Soviet view that all stockpiles should be eliminated in the second stage. 

Once again· ·1 t seems to the Canadian delegation that the differences between the positions 

of the United States and the Soviet Union in this field have been significantly narrowed, 

and that the remaining. questions could be eliminated by negotiation in this Conference. 

I now turn to conventional armaments and armed forces. In that <.: rea of disarma.t,lent 

a striking similarity of position on the part of the two sides has developed. In 1960 
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the United States .and Soviet positions were far apart. Today the differences between 

them in this field are small. In the Soviet plan of June 1960 there were no specific 

proposals for reduction in strictly conventional weapons in the first stage . ·. In stage 

II reductions were to take place proportioaate to reductions in armed forces. The 

United States proposed in its plan of June 1960 that there should be a reduction in stage 

I of agreed types ~d quantities of armaments in relation to established force levels. 

It was provided that in stage II quantities of all kinds of armaments should be reduced 

to "agreed levels". 

The position has entirely changed in the course of the proceedings in this Committee. 

T:J.e United States and the Soviet Union have evolved a common approach to the method of 

re :iucing conventi~nal a'rn:1a.ments. In its present plan the. United States proposes a 

30 per cent reduction of a wide variety of agreed types of .armam.ents in stage I, and 

35 per cent reductions in stages II and III. The Soviet Union proposed in this 

Conference that actual reductions should take place in stage I - and not merely in 

c-::.::.313 II as in the 1960 plan -- and that those reductions should be proportionate to 

r eductions in the levels of armed forces. But in the course of our procedings the 

Soviet Union made a further important move by accepting the United States proposal of 

a 30 per cent reduction of conventional weapons in stage I and 35 per cent reductions 

:i.n stages II and III. 

The United States delegation for its part, in consideration of observations made 

hE't'O about its proposals, submitted amendments (ENDC/30,Add.l,2} last August on the 

question of the production and testing of v;eapons, which helped to close the remaining 

differences in this field. Those differences now relate mainly to whether a percentage 

reduction in stage I should cover all armaments or only a wide range of major types 

to be agreed. That in turn involves the problem of verifying destruction of smaller 

' 'G~pons. It seems to the Canadian delegation that the co-Chairmen could without delay 

'';ork out the terms of agreement on conventional disarmament. 

with regard to armed forces, a common position has also evolved. The Soviet 

UnLon' s plan of June 1960 contained no measures for reduction of armed forces in stage I, 

although it .provided for the total elimination of nuclear weapon vehicles and foreign 

bat::es. In stage II df its 1960 plan the Soviet Union proposed a force level of 1.7 
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The United States, on the other hand, proposed in June 1960 that, after the accession 

to the treaty of other militarily-significant States and after initial force levels 

had been verified, a force level of 2.1 millio,n should be established in stage I for 

the United States and the Soviet Union. 

What is the situation in the Eighteen-Nation Committee today? Once again it is 

clear that the positlons of the two sides are much closer. The Soviet Union brought 

fo~~ard its former stage II proposals to stage I so as to take effect simultaneously 

with ita proposals on nuclear disarmament and the elimination of foreign base~. A 

force level of 1. 7 million was initially proposed by the Soviet Union, and this has 

recently been revised t~ a level of 1.9 million to come closer to the United States 

proposal of a level of 2,1 million for the two countries at the end ot stage I. 

The proposed force levels for thetwo sides are thus close at the end of -stage I~ 

They are even closer at the end of stage II, the Soviet Union plan calling tor a force 

lE-vel of 1 million men, and that of the united States for 1.05 million. 

MY delegation, therefore, believes that the co-Chairmen should quickly iron out 

tte slight remaining differences and submit to the Conference in the near fUture the 

term.s ot agreed draft provisions on this subject. We can see no reason _why that 

should not be possible. 

During earlier discussions in the Conference there was no common approach to 

peacekeeping. The explanations offered by the two sides during the opening round of 

discussions last spring seemed to many to confirm that there were fundamental differences 

between them. Nevertheless the canadian delegation believes that those differences are 

not as great as may be thought, and I hope in future to compare in detail the various 

proposals in the two plans with a view to showing certain basic similarities of approach. 

Perhaps the most important fact to underline is that the Joint Statement ot Agreed 

Principles (ENDC/5) sets forth the need for a United Nations peace force which will 

enable the United Nations effectively to deter or suppress any threat or use of arms 

in violation of the purposes and principles of the United Nations. There has also 

been a coming together in the two plans. In the June 1960 proposals submitted to the 

Ten-Nation Committee by the Soviet Union there were no provisions on the subject of 

peacekeeping in stage I. It was only in the third stage, after the completion of joint 

studies in stage II, that measures were to be adopted for preserving peace and security 
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in accordance with the United Nations Charter and for placing at the disposal of the 

Security Council units from nation~l contingents (TNDC/16/Rev.l,p.l2). 

However, in the present Soviet plan measures are proposed in the first stage for 

the conclusion of agreements, prior to the entry into force of the disarmament treaty, 

for making available to the Security Council, pursuant to Article 42 of the Charter, 

armed forces, assistance and facilities. In addition, the Soviet Union submitted for 

the first time proposals for undertaking general obligations concerning the maintenance 

of international peace and security ~ for example, article 3(1) (c) requir:ing the 

Statesparties to the treaty "to strengthen the United Nations as the principal 

institution for· the maintenance of peace and for the settlement of international 

disputes by peaceful means". (ENDC/2/Rev.l,p.4). Those provisions represent a step 

towards developing a cammon approach with the United States on the subject of peace

keeping. Thus, in the opinion of the Canadian delegation, there has been movement in 

that field as well as in others, and there are prospects for a further drawing together 

of the two plans. 

Although I am turning to th~ subject of collateral measures last, I regard it as 

of very great importance for the work of this Conference. As I said in a recent 

statement (ENDC/PV.llO, p.46), the Canadian delegation particularly regrets the 

inactivity of the collateral-measures Committee and the consequent failure to make 

any progress on measures to reduce international. tension which could be put into effect 

before an agreement on general and complete disarmament. 

The Canadian delegation believes that agreement could be achieved in the near future 

in several fields. For example, Canada suggested earlier in the Conference (ENDC/17) 

that steps be taken in the collateral measures Committee to prohibit orbiting of 

weapons of mass destruction in outer space. That i~ an area in which there are no 

substantial differences in the two plans, and in f act similar provisions were contained 

in both the United States and Soviet Union plans of June 1960 • .. My delegation continues 

to believe that agreement in that field could do much towards halting the spread of the 

arms race. In that connexion perhaps other delegations have noted dispatches from Rome . 

which indicate the possibility of extended co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer 

space, and we feel it would be an excell,ent thing if the two great Powers which are 

leading 1n that f~_eld would also agree to keep outer cyace peaceful. 
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Ag~in, we see no reason why agreement could not be reached and put into effect 

at once. It would be vrelcomed l y the entire world as evidence of the intention of 

the major Powers to end competition -- in one sphere at least -- in developing new 

and more deadly types of weapons and means of delivery for them. It would also 

give hope to the world that this Conference can achieve the vital tasks before it. 

Both the Soviet Union and the United States plans submitted to the present 

Conferen~e contain similar provisions regarding non-dissemination of nuclear weapons, 

That itself is a forward move, because the 1960 plan of the United States c.id not 

deal s~ecifically with that. Once again t~e Canadian delegation believes that in 

the collateral~easures Committee it should be possible to reach an early agreement 

on that subject which could be put into effect ~dthout delay. 

Agreement also seems possible on measures to prevent war by accident or 

miscalculation, The United States plan of 1962 contains a series of proposals on 

this subject which were elaborated· in the paper (ENDC/70) submitted by the United 

States delegation in December 1962. These are more comprehensive than earlier 

United States proposals in this field. The Soviet Union responded favourabl7 to 

the United States proposals by introducing entirely new modifications of its draft 

treaty which paralleled a number of provisions in the United States outline, such 

as those for the advance notification of large-scale ·national manoeuvres, exchange 

of military missicns and establishment of swift and reliable communications between' 

heads of governments and with. the Secretary-General of the United Nations 

(ENDC/2/Rev.l, p.l4). The Canadian delegation believes that it should ee pos~ible 
to build on the measure of agreement which already exists on measures to preven~ 

war by accident so as to reach an agreement on this subject which could come into 

effect very soon as a collateral measure, 

I have outlined at some length the evidence that d1~ing the past two years 

both the United States and the Soviet Union have shown themselves willing to 

modify their plans in a munber of fields and to put forward measures which would lead 

to a common position on various aspect s of disarmament, I have tried to show that 

there has been movement in the negotiations on general and complete disarmament, 

and in particular that it is wrong to assert that willingness to modify positions 

in order to reach common ground has been all on one side. 
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The Committee may feel that I have been too optimistic in t his survey; that I 

have been wearing spectacles too rosy in colour. I ad..rnit that I have selected vrhat 

is most favourable in the record of the past three years. But I do not ignore the 

a?parent deadlock in the Conference on a numbe~ of t he most important issues in the 

plans for general and complete disarmament and other Jnatters before us. I would only 

point out that in the past we have appeared to be deadlocked on a number of questions 

.on which the parties have later chru1ged their positions, bringing them closer 

together. Unfortunately it seems t o be true that the clOser the great Pov.rers come 

to agreement the more resistance there is to closing the la3t little gap. 

v1hat is my final conclusion? It is not that success in our task will come by 

our just sitting here and talking, but that it can be reached by a real effort of 

will -- by all of us, and especially by the representatives of the great Powers, and 

of course those who stand behind them in the highest councils of their respective 

countries. It is our duty here to keep on working and thinking and, perhaps above 

all, hoping. 1!\lhat we must do is persist in our efforts, try and keep on trying to 

overcome the remaining differences. As our Secretary of St at e for External Af fairs 

said in this Commit t ee on 24 July l a st (ENDC/PV. 60, p.32), t he ~,..rorst judgement of 

us that histroy could make would be that we f ailed "Lecause we did not try hard enough. 

4 
Jvlr, BLUSZTAJN (Poland) (translation from French): 1,\Te have now embarked on 

a new stage in the dis cussfon of gener al and compl et e di sarmament. It seems to me 

th~t at this juncture it would be useful to make some obser vations on the conditions 

under which this discussion has been resumed. 

I think it can be said without risk of exagger ation that t he general conviction 

of the need t o eliminat e the danger of nuclear destruction has never been so strong 

as at present. The r e collection of what happened six months ago in the Car i bbean 

is deeply rooted in the consciousness of men in al l countries. Ne are aware that the 

differences which divide the two par ties could be transf ormed into a trial of nuclear 

strength. The heavy r esponsibility for t he fat e of peace and of all mankind which 

rests on the shoulder s of the t wo nucl ear Powers has been br ought home t o us vdth 

r enewed force. We have been able t o observe t he forces of imperial i sm in action, 
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ready to launch out into an atomic adventure which was only avoided through the 

deternrination and political wisdom of the Soviet Union supported by men of peace in 

all continents. 

If the Caribbean crisis has taught us anything, it is that the policy of 

peaceful co-existence 'and the peaceful solution of international disputes is the 

only basis for international relations under modern conditions. But the events 

of recent flonths have also made us realize that the nuclear armaments race has 

introduced into international affairs an extremely grave element of risk. 1
•'.
16 have 

been able to observe, contrary to the views of the advocates of the deterrence 

theory who are so numerous in the ;:'!est, that a balance based on deterrence is 

extremely precarious, and that the desire to maintain or consolidate this balance 

may conceal adventurous tou~encies. Have we not seen in the United States men who, 

for the sake of this balance 2 were ready to blow our planet to pieces? 

At the same time we have been br.ought to realize the illusory nature of all 

attempts to escape from the dileiilJ!l.<l of "war or pence 11 , and to see how ~terile are 

the efforts of certain lvestern strategists and politicians to seek refuge in new 

theories of strategy which assume, as a prerequisite for stable international 

relations, a choice between different forms of warfare rather than peace. 

If this theoretical scaffolding had been constructed as an intellectual 

exercise, we might perhaps just manage to disregard it. Unfortunately, however, 

this is not so, for the theory is followed by the practical application of its 

premises, with varying consequences it is true. This does not 9revent us from 

being constantly faced with nm..r facts and new situations, entailing new dangers. 

This process must therefore be halted, One cannot at the same time preac~ 

disarmament and step up the armaments race. !'Je cannot but condemn a policy which 

consists in putt:ing offensive nuclear weapons into the hands of the advocates of 

revenge, and our historic sense does not allow us to accept the argument that there 

is no relation between policy and armaments. 

It must at last be realized that war is no longer a rational way of solving 

international disputes, and all the logical conclusions must be drawn from this 

realization. The elimination of war from the life of nations and the consolidation 
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of peace presuppose disa~ament. But the process of disarmament 1nust be started 

by solving the most importcnt problem: the removal of the danger of nuclear vrar 

by the elimination of nuclear \V"eapons fuJ.d their vehicles. This seems to b·3 a clear 

postulate 'Hhich should command general sulJport. Unfortunately, n.s has been shown 

by the exchange of views which has taken place up to now, this a~proach is not shared 

by all the delegations to this Co~~ttee. 

~·Je are in fact faced with two points of view. The first, 1·1hich is that of 

the socialist countries, has found e;~rcssion in the proposal for the total destruction 

dur~J.g the first stage of disarmament of all vehicles capable of delivering nuclear 

missiles to a target. The second - advocated by the c·'estern I'owers - presupposes 

a 30 per cent reduction of nuclear weapon vehicles during tho first stage, follm-rod 
. . . 

by a percentage reduction during the second and t hird stages of disarmament until 

their total liquidation. 

\·,Je are therefore confronted with two conflicting concepts. The first aims at 

effecting a qualitative change in the armaments of the rr~jor Po~rers at the ver y 

beginning of the process of disarmament. The second has the effect of retaining 

up to the end of disarmament tho d31lger of a nuclear conflagration. Eembers of 

the Co~nittee are well aware that this divergence of approach to the probl0m of the 

liquidation of nuclear weapon vehicles has created the existing deadlock in the 

negotiations on general and complete disarmament. 

In order to resu.'!le these negotiations and create conditions in \IJ'hich a f ormula 

could be found for the liquidation of nuclear weapon vehicles that would be acceptablo 

to both parties, the Soviet Union on 22 September last submitted fresh proposals 

to the GBneral Assembly (ENDC/ 2/Rev.l). According to these proposals the Soviet 

Union and .. the United States would retain until t he end of the second stage, and 

exclusively on their mm territory,an agreed and strictly limited number of inter

continental missiles, anti-missile missiles, and 11 ground-to-air" anti-aircraft rrissiler . 

The pr~sentation of these new proposals bears witness t o the constructive 

spirit which the Soviet Union has brought to tho negotiations on disarmament. These 

proposals are in fact an attempt t o take into consideration, as far as possible and 
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without jeopardizing the main task assigned to us, the point of view of the Yestern 

Powers and in particular the argument that the elimination of all nuclear weapon 

vehicles in the first s~age might upset the balance existing bebveen the two 

military groups in faV'Qur of the socialist countries. 

L~ the course of the discussions which took place in this Committee last year, 
~· · < 

we had occasion to demonstrate that this argument h~d no basis in fact. I believe 

that this is borne out even more; by the new Soviet proposals. 

Let us therefore examine the problem of the security of individual States and 

the problem of collective security, as these would be affected by the application 

of the new method of . el:iminating nuclear weapon vehicles as proposed by the 'soviet 

Union. 

In order to avoid a sterile discussion on the subject of the balance of power, 

we shall, in our examination of the different disarmament proposals, assume that 

from the military point of view a strategic balance exists beh~~en the East and the 

~'J'est, between the countries of the ~'J'arsaw Treaty and the NATO countries. There can 

be no doubt that at pr;; sent the most .important element in this balance is constituted 

by strategic nuclear weapons with special emphasis on intercontinental missiles. 
• ' . 

These strategic nuclear weapons are mainly, if not exclusively, located iri the 

territory of two States, the Soviet Union and the United States. Thus the main 

elements of this strategic balance can be easily defined and modified quantitatively 

on the basis of a mutual reduction in the nurnbe.r of intercontinental missiles 

dovm to a certain agreed and strictly defined level as proposed by the Soviet Union, 

-vrithout upsetting the existing balance of power. The theoretical basis of this 

proposal.is not new. I might add that the theory that a limited numbe·r of nuclear 

weapons can perfectly well act as an effective deterrent is advocated by mtiny 

European and United States specialists., including Professor Jerome r,riesner. 

Hence the application of the new Soviet proposal should satisfy the advocates 

of the mutual deterrence theory. Let us add toat the Soviet proposals also 

provide fr;>,r the . retention by the two nuclear Powers of a certa:in number of anti

missile missiles and "ground-:to-ai~" onti-ai.rcraft missiles up to the end of the 

second stage. This should provide adequate protectiqn against the threat of 

surprise attack. 
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Lastly, the new 3oviet proposals should not be considered apart from other 

measures envisaged in the first two stages of general and complete disarmament 

according to the plan submitted by the Soviet Union. This nm"' approach to the 

elimination of nuclear weapon vehicles falls logically into the framework of other 

provisions which cover the l"6duction of conventional armies nnd nuclear weapons 

and which, as we know, in thair turn are prompted by the desire to oaintain the 

balance of power and to strengthen the security of all countries. 

Moreover, the legal possession of this strictly-limited number of nuclear 

weapon vehicles by the Soviet Union m1d the United States is strictly limited 

in time. Throe years after tho date on whieh a general and complete disarmament 

treaty comes into force, these vehicles too will be destroyed. Hence by their very 

existence they would provide a special kind of insuranee that the terms of the 

treaty were being observed until such time as the process had gone so far as to be 

irreversible. 

In analyzing the Soviet proposals of 22 September 1962 regarding the elimination 

of nuclear weapon vehicles, we must give due emphasis to their importance for the 

immediate consolidation of eolleetive security. In the present international 

situation, collective security requires the .creation from the v0ry start of the 

disarmament process of a situation which would reduce to a minimum, and if possible 

completely eliminate, the risk of a nuclear conflict.. These requirements would be 

fulfilled if the .Soviet proposal were adopted. 

In the first place it would very definitely reduce the risk of a nuclear war 

by stipulating that only two States could possess nuclear weapons. The risk of 

nuclear war by accident would therefore be substantially reduced. 

Secondly, the risk of nuclear vro.r would be reduced along the llne of contact 

between fue two military or political groupings. This would reduce tension in the 

most sensitive region of the world. 

Thirdly, mutual confidence vmuld be strengthened by removing and destroying 

nuclear weapon vehicles stationed on foreign territory. 

Fourthly,. the danger of disseminating puc1ear weapons would be eliminated. 

i.rle havu the choice of three methods of eliminating nuelear weapon vehicles. 

The first is the immediate elimination of these vehicles on a one hundred per 

cent basis, which was the method proposed by the Soviet Union in its plan fer 
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general and complete disarmament. We still consider that this is the best way of 

putting an end to nuclear warfare. Unfortunately, this proposal has been rejected by 

the Western Powers. 

The second method is the reduction of the number of nllclear weapon vehicles on a 

percen'tage basis. We are of the opinion that this method contains inherent defects, 

whatever scale is 6lllployed. The Western version of this method has the added 

disadvantage of extending the elimination of these vehicles over the whole disarmament 

period. lola have already shown on many occasions that with the nuclear arsenals and the 

number of missiles at present in the possession of the great Powers, such a method is 

in fact tantamount to retaining a feeling of insecurity and the threat of nuclear 

annihilation right up to the end of the disarmament process, which, on the basis of 

the Western plans, co11ld be prolonged for an indefinite period. 

The third method consists in leaving a certain strictly-limit~d number of nuclear 

weapon vehicles in the hands of cert.ain countries for a definite period. This is the 

approach adopted in the Soviet Union 1s last ·proposal. 

The choices are therefore limited. The first, and in our view the beat, 

alternative has been to our great regret rejected by the Western ~owers. The second 

is unlikely to lead us towards our objective. There only" remains the third~ ~hat 

advocated in the last Soviet proposal. There is no fourth sollltion. That is the 

plain truth. 

Mr. SIEE:ffi (United States of Amel'ica): This morning our United Kingdom 

colleague has already deplored the statement made at our last meeting by the Soviet 

representative which imputed the origin of the Caribbe~ crisis of last autumn to 

"aggressive actions of the United States and its military allies." (ENDC/Py.lll. p.27) 

Sir Paul Mason has convincingly refuted that statement, and I shall not dwell upon it., 

because I too believe that such statements do not advance our work in this Conference • . 

Bu.t I must comment also on one remark just made .by the representative of Poland, 

who ascribed all credit ·for averting the possible disastrous consequences of that crisis 

to 11 the determination .and political wisdom of the Soviet Union supported by man of peace 

in all continents." (supra, p.25) . S~ce, in. the terminology of tha Eastern bloc, the 

United States and its military allies are not always included in the term "peace-loving 

") q.ti.ons of the world", I must take issue with the Polish representative 1 s statement, 

~d in any case it does not have balance. 
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Vle do not need to argue the merits of the Caribbean crisis in this Committee. 

I think we can all accept that there was a very dangerous crisis, and that it was 

through the leaders of both great n.ations involved that the-disastrous consequences 

of that crisis were averted. I hope we do not need to discuss the matter further in 

our Committee, because, I repeat, I do not believe it advances our efforts. lv!y 

delegation will study in the verbatim records the statements made by the representative 

of Poland and by the representative of Romania and will reply to them as may be 

warranted. 

This morning I should like to comment very briefly on the statement we heard 

from our Canadian colleague, 1111'. Burns. Before commenting, I would say that I 

understood from Hr. Burns that the paperYwhich he had circulated was for the purpose 

of assisting us to follow his very helpful statement. If he is thinking of using it 

for a more formal purpose -- as a Conference document, for instance -~ we hope that 

he will g~ve . us an opportunity of making some comments in detail upon · it, because in 

some points it does not reflect completely the various changes in the United States 

position. For example, on page 2, under the heading . 11Nuclear Weap'?ns arid Fissile 

Ha.terial 11 , there is no mention of our present position with regard to nuclear weapons 

and fissile material in stage · III of the outline '·of our plan (ENDC/30 and Add .1,2). 

Nevertheless, I think the paper . was extremely useful . ih helping us to follow the 

statement made by the Canadian representative. 

I thought that that statement served to put into perspective the work that we 

have done and . are doing in connexion with general and complete disarlilalllent. Ha.ny of 

us at ti.mes .are discouraged about .where we new stand and at what seems . to us to be 

the slowness of movement towards final agreement; but I think that the Canadian 

representative 1 s statement showed us clearly that where we now stand, unsatisfactory 
as this. 'rnaj · b~;· is. ~ot;' ·wh~re we once s'tood, and that there have been movements --and, 

we freely admit, movements on both. sides -- towards each other. I think it was very 

useful in this resumption of our discussion and negotiation on general and complete 
.. · . ' 

disarmament to have that put into perspective by our Canadian colleague, ari.d I thank him. 

Now I should like to follow up some of the statements roe,de by our United Kingdom 

colleagg.e. Sir Paul pointed out that the l.Jest had raised .certain questions in connexion 

with the Soviet proposal ( .. <i./PV .1127, p .38-40 )' for the reterition until the ·end of 

stage II of an ~greed number of specifie·d types of nuclear delivery vehicles. He cited 
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a statement made at ollr last meeting by 'the Soviet representative (ENDC/PV dll, p.JJ) 

claiming that the Soviet delegation had, inNovember aftd December 1962, given the 

necessary clarifications and-explanations on the Soviet proposal and had ~eplied to 

a number of questions which had been put to it. The.Soviet representative went on 

to say that the main thing now was for the United States and the 'W'est to agree to 

the Soviet proposal. 

l should like to emphasize jllst one illllstration -- to which the United Kingdom 

representative has already referred -- of the fact that, neither in Ollr meetings 
' . 

before the recess nor in the most recent statement of the Soviet representative at 

our last meeting, have we obtained the information from the Soviet representative 
·• 

which wollld enable us fully to appraise the Soviet proposal. 

In my own statement at our last meeting I asked the Soviet delegation to 

clarify for llS what the Soviet atti tuci'e was towards the verificatf~n- aspects of the 

Soviet proposal providing for the retention of an agreed, strictly-limit.ed nllmber of 

certain ~llclear-weapon delivery vehicles untit the end of stage II. We raised that 

point because in the past the Soviet delegation had claimed that its proposa}·for a 

total eliminati'on of nucrear-weap'on delivery' vehicle's in' stage I W'Ollld be easy to 

verify, since unallthorizedretention of even a single such vehicle would . clearly 

consti tllte a viol<ftion of the treaty. The Soviet delegation had been making that 

claim. irian effort to defend its position on verification which, as we llnderstood it 

and as we unfortunately stiil understand it,· excludes verification of agreed levels 

of armaments retained by parties to the treaty. 

I sllbmit that it ·must be clear, even to the Soviet delegation, t.bat ~:ts proposal 

for the retention of an agreed, strictly-limited nllmber of nuclear-delivery vehicles 

until the. and of stage II by its very nature re..isos the problem of how the parties 

would be .a~.sllre_d: that the nllmbers of the delivery vehicles retained were indeed those 
... - .. · ·, ~·.:,;. - ~-- .. . - . ' ; 

which hal;}_. been agreed. Yet at our last meeting all the Soviet representative was 

able to. say to us on that point was that 

"the Soviet proposal for the retention of an agreed nllmber of missiles 

enables us to facilitate considerably the solu~;i.on of the' problem of 

control over general and compiet~ disarmament. 11 (ENbc/PV .111. p.34) 

.. We hope very muc~ that that is true; but we s~bmit that that statement 

sheds no light whatsoever upon how the Soviet Unioil'envisages verification of the 

agreed levels of nuclear-weapon delivery vehicles to be retained. It seems to us 
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that that is ~ 1~~tt~r· · Wt1tch· ··~'houlc1 be of concern to all ')f us, including , specific ,:>,lly, 

the Soviet Union; . be_caus.s sur ely the Soviet Union itself 1,>/0uld wish t o hav.e the 

a ssurance that the nwnber of nuclear-weapon delivery vehicles retained, for e~ple by 

the United· States, was indeed the nunber which had been a ereed . · The degr ee of such 

assurance -required would obv:i,ously be in inverse pr)portion to the level of armaments 

retained, becaus'e the lower the nunber of retained vehicles the gr eater would b e the 

importance J f each of them. \rlithout such assurance there would be no safeguards 

protectirig the national · security oi' ' Stntes~ and the result of such a situation could, 

we suanit, be disastrous. 

The very t erns of . the Soviet· proposal indicate that the Soviet Union attaches 

great importance to the levels of retained nuclear-weapon delivery vehicles being those 

specified in the agreel:lent. The Soviet pr oposal speaks of the ret ention of "agreed 

strictly-limited" levels. It seer!ls to us, th er l~fore, to be incu.'Ubent upon the Soviet 

delegation to indica te how .the Soviet Union proposes to provide assurance to the parties 
' ' 

that the ag;reer:1ent is really being fulfilled • . • ~fter all, the Soviet Union _is, as we 

understand it, not suggesting that · some indefiriite number of vehicle s be retained; the 

question seems to be th~t of a s peeific nu.sber, .. a specifie · figure. _· Obvious~, · · Stat~s 

would not feel secur:e unle.s.s .. it eould be ascertained on a continuine ~asis that the 

r educed levels a:;reed upon ha¢ been indeed reached and. were n:Jt exceeded • .. 

I submit. that . general .statements by .the Soviet delegation do n)t help us 

statements such as that made by Mr;. .Tsarapkin a'!". our last meeting when he asserted that: 

"The retention by the Soviet Union and the Unitec: States of inter:...continental 

· missiles, iihich W)Uld deter any a ggressor who might contemplate violating the 

treaty, as W'Gll ·as the r etention of anti-missile_ ~ssiles Dnd anti-aircraft 

missiles capable of protecting the s·~burity of States . in the event of such a 

Violation would make any co.nceaL"nent of arrrtarnents pointless • 11 .. (ibid. i p.34) 

What we need is a straightf')rward staterrient by . the Soviet Union on vlhat verification 

arrangements it believes would be adequate to ensure that its proposal, if implenented, . 
' . . 

would be faithfully :Jbs erved. 

We continue to h c:>pe that 1 c.espi te the disappointment w6 have so far experienced 

as a r e sult of the ' c8nt:hitiihg\lnwillingness of ' the Sovi~t deleg.::>.tion to enlighten .US. on 
' : . 

the full meaning of the Soviet proposal., the Sovie.t r epresentative' will in due cou~se -
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we hope soon -- be in a position t o ljr ovide us with the clarification and ol u'ooration 

r equested. · vle trust that the Soviet del eg2tion understand.s that the loneer it continues 

to speak about its proposal in generalitie s, lmich nore often than not tend only to add 

to tho nebulous character of the proposal, the longer our Conn:littee will be delayed in 

examining seriously What. we had hoped might be an effort on the part of the Soviet Union 

to bridge the gap existing between us on the problem of reducing armaments~ 

Mr. ·LALL (India): I wish to make just: a few ref.lC..rks· on the statements made 

this morning. . 1Jie thout;ht that our colleague .from Ca.nada he.d , made a great and a very 

helpful effort to show.us how our work has been !)regressing despit e the lack of agreement 

on any major issue before us • . V/e also list en ed with gr~at attention to the very thoughtful 

stcte~ents made by our other c~lleagues, Sir Paul Mason and our · colleagues from Romania 

and Poland, and in a ~omont I shall be conung to the statement made by the representative 

of the United States. 

As our Canadian colleague pointed out, there has been a marked approach towards 

comrnon ground on the issue of conventional ann.runents and armed forces. There has been a 

less marked approach ~ a prooing, . shap. I . S?Y:..'L.- . . :t_owa.x-ds: agreement · o:q, .. tP,e. .matt,er of the . . . . ~ . : . . ·. . . . . ~ ~· . . .. - . . 

delivery of nuclear weapons~ But we are making these rer~rks · primarily because it seemed 

to us that-- accidentally, if I may say so, because I do not . think it was premeditated 

between the representatives of the United States and Poland - after the ar.gumt::nt .o.f our 

Polish colleague that the . Soviet Union had made a great effort by proposing a compromise 

from its original position of the 100 per cent destruction of all vehicles for the delivery 

of nuclear weapons in stage ·I~ the United States representative, by the nature•of his · 

statement, was showing a very considerable. interest in the.t particular proposal by the 

Soviet Uni:m. He was in · fact asking . for some clarification of ir:lportarit issues connected 

with that proposal. 

We in our delegation take that to .indicate a genuine interest in the proposal. It 

s eems to us that it would further very much the kind of oovenient which our colleague from 

Canada was trying to bring out if that precise point could ·be pursued --.. the 'poilit which 

has be.en argued at great length by our Polish -colleague as a movement towards compromise, 

and t o which the United States deleg~~ion has responded by showing its real interest. 
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Wo would urge ·the del~gations.· concerned to concentrat e furthvr on this issue anc.: , 

in :Jarticular, to pursue tHe question of verifice.tion of this nattcr -- anc_, of cour se, 

of tho figures involved, because the Soviet pro~osal r efers t o .J. spacific and strictly

lllnited nUJ:lber Jf vehicle s e.nd def en sive ca pe.cit"ie s agdnst the abu se of a..."'"l agr eenent 

drafted on the lines it proposes, if such an agr eement is r c;n.chcd. 

So \<TC h -;pa thnt thG nov umont tow::.r ds 02.ch othe r 1vhich is il:cplici t in the statenents 

mt:.de bc~ay, th-8 sicns of int er est m the t w,J sida s -,rhich h c:.v e b e;en indicded, "hrill not be 

l ost by JUr going Jff and discussin;; sor.~c other if I may borro1.v a phr ase u sed frequently 

h er e in another cont ext -- mor ass of detail. I o.n asking the two s i des t o cohcent.rat e a 

little on this issue of nuclear-weapon delivery vehiclc;s, :m.d to exmninc ca refully tho 

staten.ents made today and at our last n cetine; which ar e r;<.mnane to it, and t o s ee 1..rhether 

thuy can m-:>ve togeth0r. If they can, then, t aking into a ccount th'e nov cment made already 

in thc .sphere of conv entiona l Heapons and convention3.l forces, · we night be in a position . 

to givu the General •• ssel7lbly something positiv-::: in our next r eport. l'{y delegation v ery 

much hopes thnt that concentrati0n of effort vrill t ake ple.cc, and ',vill t ake place \lith 

c;ood. eff0ct. 

The CHi~IRJI.i:JJ (Mexico) (translation from S?nnish): I hav e no further speakers on 

r:zy list~ and if no one else wishE:s t:) s peak I shall read out a r ecommendation of the 

co-Chairmen: 

(continue d i n · :&lglish) 

"The co-Chairmen ha v :.:: h eld a furthor di scussion on tho quest i on of how the 

Com:itt eo can best c:>nsider the various collater al Beasures which hav e beon or Bay be 

pr oposed. They r dCOl!'.r.lend. a s a t 0m;:;or ary e.rrangement that, irl general, the pl enary 

meeting on Friday of ee..ch "\'leek should be r eserved fo r these problems • .. Lt thes e 

meet iJlgs each J el e gation would be f r ee to addross itself to any collateral measure 

that it wished. ;·,s under t he prior decision of the ConEJ.itt ee, Nonday aeetings ';JOuld 

continue to be r e se rved f Jr the t est-ban probl em, .-vmilo vJednosday meeting s 1vould bo 

devot ed to consider ation of qu0stions of [;On er al and cor.J.pl at e disarnanent. The 

possibility would , of colirse , r ern.ain op3n that the ~vedne::: C:.ay or Friday me eting in any 

vmek C,Juld a.lso be s et c.sicle for t h e t e st- be:n problem if the Committee so decided. n 
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That is the recomiilendation of the co-Chairmen. If there are no objections, I shall take 

it that the recommendation is adopted. 

It was so decided. 

The Conference decided to issue the following conmunigue: 

"The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Corrnnittee on Disarmament today held its 

one hundred and bmlfth plenary meeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the 

chairmanship of Mr. Padilla Nervo, representative of Mexico. 

"Statements were made by the representc>.tives of the United Kingdom, Romania, 

Canada, Poland, the United States of :ll1lerica and India. 

"The ne:>..'t meeting of the Conference will be held on Monday, 25 ~Iarch 196.3, at 

10.30 a.m." 

The meeting rose at 12,45 p.m. 




